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SUBJECT:

Leadership Breakfast

December 17,

1979

1.
Proposal.
In the attached memo, Tony Solomon recommends
that you say to the leadership at tomorrow's breakfast that
you hope they will press the two appropriations sub-committee

chairmen to reconvene the Conference on the Foreign Aid
Appropriations Bill.
He stresses that a continuing resolu
tion would not meet such pressing needs as Camboq ia and the
MDBs.
Tony also argues that it would be useful for you·to mention
to the leadership the need to act promptly on the Multilateral
Bank Authorization Bill, which has been approved by the Senate
and the House Banking Committee, but has not yet been taken up
by the floor in the House.
Background.
After you wrote Senator Inouye and Congressman
Long a while back urging them to reconvene the Conference,
they held a meeting to settle the House-Senate differences.
This meeting ended in disagreement.
We have since pressed the
two chairmen to make another attempt.
Their staffs met again
today.
Their chief disagreement relates to the Senate's desire
to delete specific development projects; the House objects to
this procedure, as a matter of principle.
The two bodies also
disagree abo�t:ISTC (House pro; Senate con); we're trying to
work out a compromise with Senator DeConcini.
2.

Even if the Conference reconvenes and reaches agreement, Congress
man Long doubts it makes sense to go to the floor with a bill
now, because of the anti-foreign sentiment excited by Iran.
We're
inclined to take a chance;

the dangers of postponing action on

the bill until January appear even greater.
3.
Other Views.
IDCA and some parts of STate agree with Tony.
The Congress1onal Liaison Office of State believes that it would
not be useful to raise this issue with the leadership, arguing
that they-will not have much influence with Long or Inouye -

and might irritate Long.
4.
Recommendation.
That you mention at the breakfast, which I
understand w1ll be· largely devoted to energy, the important role
the MDBs play in helping LDCs produce more energy -- and your
hope that the foreign aid conference can soon be reconvened and
·the MDB authorization bill can soon be passed, going out of your
way to say how helpful the two appropriations sub-comm1ttee
chairmen have been in response to your pleas�
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Impasse on Legislation for the
Multilateral Development Banks

A major problem has arisen which may make it impossible
for the u.s. to meet its obligations to the multilateral
development banks during FY 1980.
Both the Appropriations
and Authorization Bills are stalled in Congress.
The Foreign
Assistance Appropriations Bill remains in Conference and
the Authorization Bill, although approved by the Senate in
May and reported by the House Banking Committee in June, has
not been taken up on the floor of the House.
Unless a maximum
effort is made now to secure immediate and final approval
of these two bills, the U.S. will not be able to meet its
international commitments to the banks, with the result that
replenishments of the regional banks cannot go forward, the
lending programs will be severely curtailed (IDA and the !DB
cannot make any new loans right now), and relations with
developing countries and other donors will be adversely
affected.
The Foreign Assistance Appropriations Bill, including
funding for the banks, has been in Conference since November 1.
Despite significant compromises on bank funding levels, we
have not been able to move it because of disagreement on the
bilateral assistance programs and opposition to the proposed
Institute for Scientific and Technological Cooperation (ISTC).
A Continuing Resolution has been passed by both Houses;
however, this alternative is wholly unacceptable.
The con
tinuing resolution will not enable the U.S. to meet its
obligation to the banks because, in the absence of an authorization bill, the United States cannot legally subscribe to
additional shares or technically vote in favor of increases
or replenishments of resources, although these replenishments
have been negotiated on the basis of our pledges.
Thus we
are prevented from making good on our pledges of new sub
scriptions or contributions to the Inter-American Develop�ent

�
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The most immediate consequence of our failure to get the
necessary legislation to subscribe or contribute to the banks
would
mately

be an

immediate cessation of

all

IDA lending -- approxi

$3.6 billion a year -- which is directed at assisting

the poorest people in the most economically deprived countries
We would also lose our veto power over Charter
of the world.
amendments in the World Bank and the Bank Directors might
have to cut back the lending program by as much as $2-$3 billion.
In addition, all three regional banks would be forced to cease
or drastically curtail new lending.
S uch consequences would have a disasterous impact on the
economic and political stability of developing countries
throughout the

world.
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The Presldent
The White House
wa8.hir1gton, D. c.
Dear Mr.

20500

President:

On October 24, 1978, you signed into law an amendment to the
This Act significantly
Small Business Act known as Public law 95-507.
increased procurement opportunities for small and small disadvantaged
businesses by requiring mandatory subcontracting provisions in large
Federal procurements.
The Small Business Administration and the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy have established regulations and systems to monitor
compliance by the various Federal agencies.
Implementation delays by
some Federal acquisition agencies, however, have exceeded reasonable
bounds.
These delays have resulted in a substantial mnnber of
contracts and acquisition solicitations not containing required
subcontracting provisions to assist small and small disadvantaged
businesses.
The Comptroller General, in a letter dated October 19, 1979,
in response to a congressional inquiry, stated .that contracts of the
requisite size awarded and acquisition solicitations pending should
contain Section 211 of P. L. 95-507 subcontracting program provisions.
Accordingly, OFPP by merrorandum to the Heads of Depart::rrents and
Establishments on November 21, 1979, directed that remedial action be
taken on outstanding solicitations and already awarded contracts where
roodification to include the subcontracting provisions is feasible and
would lead to a greater utilization of small and small disadvantaged
subcontractors.
We are confident that actions taken by CFPP and SBA have
moved the government in the direction of overcoming existing problems.
Your mention of implementation delays to Cabinet Officials
and corrmitment not to tolerate future delay would do rruch to put this
potentially significant program on track.
Respectfully,

~

A. Vemon Weaver
Administrator

U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Z0416
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Q._fC 121919
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

1 2 DE.C 1979

t·1Et�OR AND Ut·1 FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FRO�l
SUBJECT

National Medal

of Science Nominations

Background
The National r,·ledal of Science -- established by Congress in 1959 --is
the highest honor our Nation accords its scientists .and engineers.
The
legislation states that a\vards are to be made by the President, and that
no more than tv1enty may be given in any one calendar year.
Subsequent
Executive Orders established a Presidentially-appointed committee to
solicit nominations and then make recommendations to the President.
To date, 133 t'ledals have been av;arded by Presidents beginning with John
Except for two years during the Nixon Administration, awards
Kennedy.
have been given annually.
You may recall that you made the most recent
awards in a ceremony on November 22, 1977.
No awards have been made
since then because we undertook the reorganization of the selection

-

committee to include a wider spectrum of participants and thereby to
reflect philosophies of this Administration.
Nominations
The selection committee solicits nominations very broadly from the
The committee
science and engineering communities in the United States.
has nov; fon;arded its recommendations in the form of a rank -ordered 1ist
of tv;enty persons and has recommended that all receive awards this year.

h��·. ,.
.

,,

I find that each of the twenty candidates forwarded by the selection
committee has made outstanding contributions that are in the traditio�
Four of the candidates a 1 ready have
of past recipients of the �1eda 1.
I concur in the advice of the selection committee
received Nobel prizes.
and recommend that all receive av1a1·ds this year.
The slate of twenty
•

nominees is set out for your consideration as TAB A, the report of the
selection committee as TAB B, the citation list as TAB C, and a list of
previous recipients as TAB D.
Recognition of Innovation
These av;ards, coming closely after your Innovation t�essage, offer an
excellent opportunity to recognize publicly the importance of innovation

''!:·��'.,
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Several of the candidates have
in the science and technology process.
For example, Robert Noyce
made note\vorthy contributions to innovation.
is considered the inventor of the integrated circuit, which is the
cornerstone of modern electronics and computers.
Paul Weiss invented
techniques that are the basis for the surgical repair of injury to
peripheral nerves.
John Sinfelt is Cl"edited with the invention of new
commercial reforming catalysts responsive to the need for higher-octane,
no-lead gasoline.
And Earl Parker is responsible for the invention of
new steels that permit a wide range of safer, more practical structural
designs.
Presentation
Since its inception, all medals have been awarded personally by the
I recommend that you
President in a brief ceremony at the White House.
continue this tra�ition.
If you agree with this approach, and the list
of twenty nominees, we will schedule a ceremony at an appropriate time
in the near future.

ACTION
Approve
Other

·
�:. : ':\.,- ..
F;J··�.
� ... ,\'
t, .

MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority �roup:
Joseph L.
Richard

Doob

P.

Robert N.
Earl R.

(equal ranking)

Feynman
Noyce

Stadtman

2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth

C.

Donald E.

Knuth

Crosby

Herman F.

Mark

Edv1ard �1.

Purcell

Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss

3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered)

Severo Ochoa
John H.

Sinfelt

Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Korn berg
Raymon d

D.

Earl R.

Parker·

�1ind]_j_n

George L.

Stebbins

Robert H.

Burris

Si rnon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer,

Jr.

.
.
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL

MEDAL OF SCIENCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON.

:i\0550

D. C.

June 28, 1979

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to transmit for your consideration the Committee's recommen
dctions for the National Medal of Science.

As yo,u know, Medals are awarded

by the President pui suant to the National Medal of Science Act of 1959.
date

r--1edals

133

have

been

awarded

by

Presidents

beginning

with

To
John

Kennedy. The most recent awards were made by you on November 22, 1977.
The Committee met on May 29 to consider candidates· for the Medal ahd
following extensive and careful deliberations arrived at the enclosed list of 20
persons.

Also enclosed are minutes of the meeting, biographical sketches for

the 20 candidates, and proposed award citations.

The Committee believes that

each of these candidates is highly deserving of a National Medal of Science and
that

their

impressive

tradition of the Medal.

accomplishments

are

entirely

consistent

with

the

�._....

..
�;,.�··
.
·.

-

Accordingly, the Committee respectfully urges that

you consider making awards to all 20 persons.

While this would be the largest

single group to receive Medals, the Committee notes that no Medals were
awarded last year and therefore believes that a larger than normal number
would be appropriate.

However, should you choose to recognize a smaller

group of our Nation's most outstanding scientists and engineers, the Commit
tee has grouped the list for your convenience.
The Committee also respectfully suggests that you consider announcing new
recipients at your earliest convenience. The actual ceremony for presentation

t

of the Medals could be scheduled for next fall.

,....... _
.. • .

-,.·
,.. _

·The Committee recognizes the importance of the National Medal of Science:
and is pleased to have been of service to you in recommending candidates.
stand ready to be of any additional assistanc e you may require.

We

b_··,_�:
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE

NATIONAL MEDAL OF

SCIENCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20550

Meeting Notes
President's Committee on the National Medal of Science
May 29, 1979
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.

Present:

r-dary Goo�; fChairman), Dale Compton; Carl Djerassi, Leon Lederman,
Calvin Moore, Frank Press, Dorothy Simon, James Wyngaarden,
Richard Nicholson (Executive Secretary), Lois Hamaty (Staff Associate).

Dr. Good called the meeting to order at 9:1.5 AM.
agenda for

the day noting

the

She briefly reviewed the

need to arrive at a rank-ordered list of

She n12xt distributed to the Committee a letter from Dr. Handler

nominees.

who raised several issues about the selection procedures to be used.

Following

a lengthy debate, it was agreed that the Committee's central objective was to
select what in it's judgment would be the best possible list of candidates to
forward to the President.

However, before discussing individual nominees,

there was a general discussion of the criteria for selecting candidates.

Issues

included the extent to which previous forms of recognition should be a factor;
whether a single, major achievement is more important than a long history of
contributions; and the possible useful purposes that may be served as a result
of receiving a Medal.
Dr. Good asked a representative from each subcommittee to describe briefly
the accomplishments of the nominees brought forward by the subcommittee.
After these presentations, Dr. Good asked Committee members individually to
list the five persons they felt were most deserving.
for

whom

the

candidates.

Committee unanimously

This produced ten names

candidates as the second highest-ranking group.

The Committee decided not

to at tempt rank-ordering within either of the groups of four and six.

The first

priority group of four candidates and the second priority group of six are each
The same procedures were repeated

until the Commi-ttee agreed on a final group of ten persons ranked from "11"
through

"

2 0 ."

The list of the t\venty candidates is attached.

Following a

further consideration of the scientific achievements of each of the candidates,
the Committee decided to urge the President to award Medals to all twenty
persons.

The Committee noted in particular the outstanding character of the

group and the fact that Medals had not been awarded last year.
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agreed on four as being the top -..

This procedure was repeated to produce another group of six

listed alphabetically on the attached list.
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Following selection of the list, Dr. Good asked that each subcommittee
representative examine the citations and biographies, modify them appropri
ately, and then forward them to Dr. Nicholson.
The Commitee next discussed the request for an exception to the five-year
rule on posthumous awards.
The Committee considered the relation of the
candidate with respect to those on the attached list, as well as the various
unique aspects of the case.

Following a lengthy debate it was agreed that the

Chairman should draft a separate letter to the President summarizing the
Committe's discussion and outlining possible options.

Dr. Good stated that a:

draft of the letter would be circulated to the full Committee.
Dr. Good next introduced the topic of the solicitation process.

It was agreed

that the solicitation letter should be issued in July with a postmark of October
26 for receipt of

•.

ominations.

It was further agreed that the solicitation

should be broadened to include some additional segments of industry as well as
appropriate chairpersons in university departments.

Finally, it was agreed that

the use of a nominating form should be attempted.

The form would request

one page of biographical information, one page of justification for award of a
Medal,

a

list

of

not

more

than twenty

of

the

most

important

publi

cations/contributions, and not more than three seconding letters from persons
located outside the nominees horne

institution familiar with the technical

aspects of the nominee's accomplishments.

-

It was f urther agreed that the

solicitation letter should state that in order for prior nominations to remain
active renomination via the new form would be required.
The Committee agreed to hold its next meeting at Stanford University on
December 20, 1979.

There was no other business and the chairman adjourned

the meeting at 2:00 PM.
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

�riority group:

(equal ranking)

Joseph L. Doob
Richard P. Feynman
Robert N. Noyce
Earl R: Stadtman
2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C. Crosby
Donald E. Knuth
Herman F. Mark
Edward M. Purcell
Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss
3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered)

-

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin
Earl R. Parker
George L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon-Ramo
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
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CITATIONS
NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES

1979

First Priority Group

( equal

ranking ) :
JOSEPH L. DOOB

In recognition of his work on probability and mathematical statistics,
characterized by novel and fruitful ideas of a general character that
opened new fields of study which began to be transplanted abroad and now
are acclaimed worldwide.
RICHARD P. FEYNMAN
In recognition of his essential contributions to the quantum theory of
radiation and to his illumination of behavior of constituents, constituents
of the atom, of the atom nucleus, and of the subnuclear particles.

ROBERT N. NOYCE
For contributions to a variety of semiconductor devices, but especially
for the integrated circuit, the cornerstone of modern electronics .
. EARL R. �TADTMAN
For seminal contributions to understanding of the energy metabolism of
anaerobic bacteria and for elucidation of major mechanisms whereby the
rates of metabolic processes are finely matched to the requirements of
the living cell.

Second priority Group

( equal

ranking):

ELIZABETH C. CROSBY
For outstanding original contributions to comparative and human neuro
anatomy and for the synthesis and transmission of knowledge of the
entire nervous system of the vertebrate phylum.
DONALD E.

KNUTH

For his deeply significant research into the mathematical analysis and
design of efficient computer algorithms and for his profoundly influen
tial books which have codified the fundamental knowledge at the core of
computer programming.
HERMAN F. MARK
For his contributions to polymer chemistry, and his role in the intro
duction of polymer science as an academic discipline in the United
States.

---- ------�-------
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EDWARD M. PURCELL

-�

For contributions to nuclear magnetic resonance in condensed matter and
the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields.
VICTOR F. WEISSKOPF

l
'I

�

�·

For important contributions to our understanding of nuclear matter and
nuclear reactions, and early fundamental contributions to our understand
ing of elementary particles.
PAUL A.

vJEISS

For outstanding contributions to cell biology and understanding of the
development of the nervous system including the basis for surgical
repair. of injury to peripheral nerves.

Third Priority Group (rank-ordered):
SEVERO OCHOA
For his important contributions to the development of biochemistry and
molecular biology, and his discoveries that led to our present understand
ing of the reactions of the citric acid cycle and the mechanisms of
energy production, the biosynthesis of ribonucleic acid and the genetic
code, and the biosynthesis of proteins.
JOHN H. SINFELT
For scientific research on the nature of heterogeneous catalysis by
supported metals, leading to the development of new catalyst systems for
the production of low lead gasoline and the removal of pollutants from
automobile exhaust gases.
EMr�ETT N.

LEITH

For pioneering discoveries and developments in wavefront rnnstruction
and holography, leading the way in applying these techniques to ap lica
tions in engineering and science.

p

ARTHUR KORNBERG
For his accomplishments in providing the conceptual and experimental
framework for much of our current understanding of the manner in which
DNA, the genetic substance, is replicated.
RAYMOND D.

MINDLIN

For fundamental contributions to applied mechanics, including theory and
applications in photoelasticity, package cushioning, piezoelectric
oscillators, and ultra high frequency vibrations.

EARL R. PARKER

For contributions profoundly influencing and advancing materials engi
neering through research in flow and fracture, and for his development
of new alloys with unusual combinations of strength and toughness.
GEORGE L.

STEBBINS, JR.

For his outstanding contributions to the synthesis of an evolutionary
theory, particularly as it applies to plants.
ROBERT H.

BURRIS

For numerous original contributions leading to an understanding of the
physiology and biochemistry of the process of biological nitrogen fixa
tion.
SI�10N RAMO

For basic contributions to microwave electronics, and imaginative tech
nical leadership in making large electronic systems available to the·
country for defense and civilian uses.
·

LYMAN SPITZER, JR.

For important contributions to the theory of star formation and evolving
stellar systems and plasma physics, including use of fusion as a source
of energy.

Recipients of the National
Medal of Science

ADAJ·1S,

ROGER (1 96Li )

"'. LVAREZ, LUIS H ALTER

.

ARNON,

(1963)

OTH�·ll\R H (196U)

l\t111MIN,

DANIEL I SRAEL

BACKUS, JOH N

(1973)

(1975)

JOHN (1965)

BARDEEN,

(1968)
(1968)
REAMS, JES SE WAKEFIELD (1967).
BENEDICT, MANSON (1975)
BEHlE, HANS A. (1975)
BIRCII, ALBERT FRANCIS (1967)
FlJEf\KNES, JACOB ( 1966)
DLOD-lBERGEN, N I C OL J\ AS (1971.1)
BRAUER, RIC H A RD DJ\GOBERT (1970)
BREIT, GREGORY (1967)
BRODIE , BERNARD BIGHAM (1968)
BR Oti K, DETLEV \·WLF ( 1968)
BRQI.!f.l, HERB E IIT CHARLES (1969)
BUSH , VANNEVAR (1963)

BARKER,

HORACE ALDERT

BARTLETT,

CHANCE,

PAUL OOUGHTY

BRITTON (1974)
SUBRAHH!INYAN (1966)

CHM!DRASEKHAR,
CHJ\RG!IFF,

ERWI N (1974)

SIIING-SHEN (1975)
COHEN, MORRIS (1976)
COHEN, PAUL JOSEPH (1967)
COLE, KENNETH STE1rJART (1967)
CHERN,

DAIHZIG, GEORGE BERNARD (1975)

( 1975)
(1965)
DI CKE, ROBERT H. (1970)
DJER/\SSI, CAR L (1973)
DOB?HANSKY, THEOOOSIUS (1961.1)
DRA PER , CHt\RLES STARK (1964)
DRYDEN, H UGH L (1965)
Dfl VIS, HI\ LL01rJELL
DEBYE,

PETER J.

W.

ECKERT, J PRESPER
EDGERTOtl,

(1968)

HAROLD EUGENE (1973)

EWING,WILLTAM M AUR I CE (1972)
E YR ING,

HENRY

(1966)

.
.

•

WILLIAM (1969)
FLORY, PAUL JOHN (1974)
FOWLER, WI LL I AM A. (1974)
FRIED�11\N, HERBERT (1968)
FRIEDRICHS, KURT OTTO (1976)
F EL LE R,

GODEL, KURT (1974)
. GOLDHA RK,

PETER C ( 1976)

GOUDSt·HT, SA!1UEL A. ( 1976)
GlJIUJJUN, ROGER (1976)
GUTOitJSKY, II. S. (1976)
GYORGY, PAUL (1975)
HAAGEN-StUT,

HM1t·1ETT,
HI\RLOVJ,

ARIE JAN (1973)

VL A DI M I R (1973)

HAENSEL,

LO UIS PLACK

(1967)

H AR RY F ( 1967)

HEIDELBERGER, fvJICHAEL (1967)
HDIDIUCKS, STERLING R. ( 1975)
HIRSCHFELDER, JOSEPH OAKLA ND (1975)
HUEBNER, ROBERT JOSEPH (1969)
CLA R E N CE LEONARD (1965)

clOIHISOH,

KILRY, JACKS. C.

(1969)

KISTIAKO�,JSKY, GEORGE BOGDAN (19n7)
KfHPLHJG,

EfJ.JJ\RD F R ED (1966)

Km1PftJE8,

RUDO L F

(1974)

LAND, EDdiN HERBERT (1967)
LE DERM A N , LEON MAX (1qG5)
LEFSCHETZ, S OLOM O N (1964)
LEWIS, WARREN KENDALL (1965)
(1966)
LIPi�A�1, FR:rTZ ft
LUSH , JAY LAURENCE (1968)
.

•

MAYR, ERNST (1969)
MCCLINTOCK,

BARBARA (1970)

(1964)
MILNOR, JOHN WILLARD (1966)
MORSE, HAROLD MARSTON (1964)
I·IUELLER, ERHIN (1976)
�1UELLER, GEORGE E. ( 1970)
MI LLE R,

NEAL ELGAR

NEFL, ,JAHES V. (19711)
NEVJf�/\RK, NATHAN �10RTH10RE (1968)
NEYivJAN, J E R Z Y (1968)
N I RENB ERG , MARSHALL WARREN (1964)
ONSI\GER,

LARS (1968)

2
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\rJOLFGA NG- K ll

P AN OFSKY ,
PAULI NG ,

.

LINUS

.

( 1969)

(1974)

(1974)
(1975)
PIERCE, JOHN ROBINSON (1963)
PITZER, K. S. (1974)
PORTER, KEITH ROBERTS (1976)
PECK,

RALPH BRAZELTON

PI CKERING, WILLIAM H.

RACKER, EFRAIM (1976)
WILLIAM CUMMI�G (1966)
ROSSINI, FREDERICK D. ( 1976)
ROUS, FRANCIS PEYTON (19o5)
RUBEY, WILLIAM WALDEN (1965)

ROSE,

(1970)
(1970)
S A RETT, LEWIS HASTINGS (1975)
SCIDPJJNGER' JULIAN (1964)
SEITZ, FREDEf\ICK (1973)
S HA NNON, CLAUDE ELWOOD (1966)
SHANNON, JAMES A. (1974)
SIKORSKY, IGOR I (1967)
STI,lPSOtJ, GE O rlGE GAYLORD (1965)
SKINNER, BURRHUS FREDERIC (1968)
SLATER, JOHN CLARKE (1970)
STURTEVANT, ALFRED HENRY (1967)
SUOt-11, VERNER E. (197())
SUTHERLAND, EARL \'/.,JR. ( 1973)
ALB E RT D.

SABIN,

ALLAN REX

SANDAGE,

HENRY (1976)

TAUBE,

FREDERICK EMM ONS (1975)

TERMAN,

JOHN WIL DER (1973)

TUKEY,

UHLENBECK,
UREY,

GEOR GE E.

(1976)

HAROLD CLAYTON - (1961�)

CORNELIS 8 (1963)

VAN NIEL,

VAN SLYf<E, DONALD D (19f>5)

(1966)
VOGEL, OR VI L L E ALVIN (1975)
VON BRAUN, WERNER (1975)
VON KARHAN, THEODORE (1962)
VAN VLECK,

.JOHN HASBROUCK

JO HN ARCHIBALD (1970)

WHEELER,

RICHARD TRAVIS (197))
HASSLER (197f>)
NORBERT (1963)
EUGENE PAUL (1968)
E IJ,J ARD 0. ( 1976)
E. BR I GHT (1975)
ROBERT RATHBUN (1973)

1:JHITCOHB,
\rJIIITNEY,
WIENER,
WIGNE R,
HILSON,
�'ILSml,
WILSON,

·
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1t1INSTEIN, SAIJL ( 1970)
WOU1/\ N, ABEL ( 197Ll)
HCODI-1/\RD,
lt!U,

ROBERT BURNS

( 1964)

( 1966)
S!HEN-SHIUNG ( 1975)

It/RIGHT,

Z/\RISKT,

SE\o/ALL

(1965)

OSCAR

ZWORYKIN,· VLADIMIR KOSMA

(1966)

.
.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

December 12, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

Frank Press

SUBJECT

National Medal of Science Nominations

�

Background
The National Medal of Science -- established by Congress 'in 1959 -- is
the highesi honor our Nation accords its scientists and engineers. The
legislation states that awards are to be made by the President, and that
Subsequent
no more than twenty may be given�in any one calendar year.
Executive Orders established a Presidentially-appointed committee to
solicit nominations and then make recommendations to the President.
To date, 133 Medals have been awarded by Presidents beginning with John
,Kennedy. Except for two years during the Nixon Administration, awards
have been given annually.
You may recall that you made the most recent
awards in a ceremony on November 22, 1977.
No awards have been made
since then because we undertook the reorganization of the selection
committee to include a wider spectrum of participants and thereby to
reflect philosophies of this Administration.
Nominations
v

The selection committee solicits nominations very broadly from the
The committee
science and engineering communities in the United States.
has now forwarded its recommendations in the fonn of a rank-ordered list
of twenty persons and ,has recommended that all receive awards this year.
I find that each of the twenty Car:tdidates· forward � d by t h e selection
committee has made outstandrng contributions that'·are in the tradition
of past recipients of' the MedaL Four of-: the candidates a 1ready have
received .Nobel prizes. T .concur in ·th�- advice of the selection committee
and recommend that all · receive· awards: this year.
The s 1ate of twenty
nominees is set out fo r y·our consideration as TAB A, the report of the
selection committee -as TAB·B, the :citation list as TAB c, and a list of
previous recipients �as TAB D.
.

'

.·

.

Rec6g�ition of Inno � a{ion
These awards� coming closely after y6ur Innovation Message, offer an
excellent opportunity to recognize publicly the importance of innovation

- 2 -

in the science and technology process.
Several of the candidates have
For example, Robert Noyce
made noteworthy contributions to innovation.
is considered the inventor of the integrated circuit, which is the
cornerstone of modern electronics and computers.
Paul Weiss invented
techniques that are the basis for the surgical repair of injury to
peripheral nerves.
John Sinfelt is credited with the invention of new
commercial reforming catalysts responsive to the need for higher-octane,
no-lead gasoline.
And Earl Parker is responsible for the invention of
new steels that permit a wide range of safer, more practical structural
designs.
Presentation
Since its inception, all medals have been awarded personally by the
President in a brief ceremony at the White House.
I recommend that you
continue this tradition.
If you agree with this approach, and the list
of twenty nominees, we will schedule a ceremony at an appropriate time
in the near future.

ACTION
Approve
Other

MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority group:
J o seph L.
Richard P.

(equal ranking)
Doob
Feynman

Robert N. Noyce
Ear 1 R. Stad tman

2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C. Cro sby
Donald E.

Knuth

Herman F. Mark
Edward M.

Purcell

Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss

3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered)

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin
Earl R.

Parker

Georg e L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer,

Jr.

PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20!550

June 28, 1979

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
I am writing to transmit for your consideration the Committee's recommen
dations for the National Medal of Science. As you know, Medals are awarded
by the President pursuant to the National Medal of Science Act of 1959. To
date 133 Medals have been awarded by Presidents beginning with John
Kennedy. The most recent awards were made by you on November 22, 1977.
The Committee met on May 29 to consider candidates for the Medal and
following extensive and careful deliberations arrived at the enclosed list of 20
persons. Also enclosed are minutes of the meeting, biographical sketches for
the 20 candidates, and proposed award citations. The Committee believes that
each of these candidates is highly deserving of a National Medal of Science and
that

their

impressive

accomplishments

are

entirely

consistent

with

the

tradition of the Medal. Accordingly, the Committee respectfully urges that
you consider making awards to all 20 persons. While this would be the largest
single group to receive Medals, the Committee notes that no Medals were
awarded last year and therefore believes that a larger than normal number
would be appropriate.
However, should you choose to recognize a smaller
group of our Nation's most outstanding scientists and engineers, the Commit
tee has grouped the list for your convenience.
The Committee also respectfully suggests that you consider announcing new
recipients at your earliest convenience. The actual ceremony for presentation
of the Medals could be scheduled for next fall.
The Committee recognizes the importance of the National Medal of Science
and is pleased to have been of service to you in recommending candidates. We
stand ready to be of any additional assistance you may require.
Respectfully yours,

lv,
Enclosures

.<.)1�
�
ry L. Good
Chairman

: ;

PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE

NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20!550

Meeting Notes
President's Committee on the National Medal of Science
May 29, 1979
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.

Present: Mary Good (Chairman), Dale Compton, Carl Djerassi, Leon Lederman,
Calvin Moore, Frank Press, Dorothy Simon, James Wyngaarden,
Richard Nicholson (Executive Secretary), Lois Hamaty (Staff Associate).

Dr. Good called the meeting to order at 9:15 AM. She briefly reviewed the
agenda for the day noting the need to arrive at a rank-ordered list of
nominees. She next distributed to the Committee a letter from Dr. Handler
who raised several issues about the selection procedures to be used. Following
a lengthy debate, it was agreed that the Committee's central objective was to
select what in it's judgment would be the best possible list of candidates to
forward to the President.
However, before discussing individual nominees,
there was a general discussion of the
included the extent to which previous
whether a single, major achievement
contributions; and the possible useful
of receiving a Medal.

criteria for selecting candidates. Issues
forms of recognition should be a factor;
is more important than a long history of
purposes that may be served as a result

Dr. Good asked a representative from each subcommittee to describe briefly
the accomplishments of the nominees brought forward by the subcommittee.
After these presentations, Dr. Good asked Committee members individually to
list the five persons they felt were most deserving. This produced ten names
for whom the Committee unanimously agreed on four as being the top
candidates.
This procedure was repeated to produce another group of six
candidates as the second highest-ranking group.

The Committee decided not

to attempt rank-ordering within either of the groups of four and six. The first
priority group of four candidates and the second priority group of six are each
listed alphabetically on the attached list. The same procedures were repeated
until the Committee agreed on a final group of ten persons ranked from 111111
through 1120.1 1
The list of the twenty candidates is attached.
Following a
further consideration of the scientific achievements of each of the candidates,
the Committee decided to urge the President to award Medals to all twenty
persons. The Committee noted in particular the outstanding character of the
group and the fact that Medals had not been awarded last year.

•
.

,

- 2Following selection of the list, Dr. Good asked that each s1,1bcommittee
representative examine the citations and biographies, modify them appropri
ately, and then forward them to Dr. Nicholson.
The Commitee next discussed the request for an exception to the five-year
rule on posthumous awards.
The Committee considered the. relation of the
candidate with respect to those on the attached list, as well as the. various

unique aspects of the case. Following a lengthy debate it was agreed that the
Chairman should draft a separate letter to the President summarizing the
Committe's discussion and outlining possible options. Dr. Good stated that a
draft of the letter would be circulated to the full Committee.
·

Dr. Good next introduced the topic of the solicitation process. It. was agreed
that the solicitation letter should be issued in July with a postmark of October
26 for receipt of nominations.
It was further agreed that the solicitation
should be broadened to include some additional segments of industry as well as

appropriate chairpersons in university departments. Finally, it was agreed that
the use of a nominating form should be attempted. The form would request
one page of biographical information, one page of justification for award of a
Medal,

a

list

of

not

more

than

twenty

of

the

most

important

publi

cations/contributions, and not more than three seconding letters from persons
located outside the nominees home institution familiar with the technical
aspects of the nominee's accomplishments.
It was further agreed that the
solicitation letter should state that in order for prior nominations to remain
active renomination via the new form would be required.
The Committee agreed to hold its next meeting at Stanford University on
December 20, 1979. There was no other business and the chairman adjourned
the meeting at 2:00PM.
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. MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority group:

(equal ranking)

Joseph L. Doob
Richard P. Feynman
Robert N. Noyce
Earl R. Stadtman
2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C. Crosby
Donald E. Knuth
Herman F. Mark
Edward M. Purcell
Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss
3rd priority group:

·

(rank-ordered)

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin
Earl R. Parker
George L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
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CITATIONS
NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

First Priority Group (equal ranking):
JOSEPH L. DOOB
In recognition of his work on probability and mathematical statistics,
characterized by novel and fruitful ideas of a general character that
opened new fields of study which began to be transplanted abroad and now
are acclaimed worldwide.
RICHARD P. FEYNMAN
In recognition of his essential contributions to the quantum theory of
radiation and to his illumination of behavior of constituents, constituents
of the atom, of the atom nucleus, and of the subnuclear particles.

ROBERT N. NOYCE
For contributions to a variety of semiconductor devices, but especially
for the integrated circuit, the cornerstone of modern electronics.
EARL R. STADTMAN
For seminal contributions to understanding of the energy metabolism of
anaerobic bacteria and for elucidation of major mechanisms whereby the
rates of metabolic processes are finely matched to the requirements of
the living cell.

Second priority Group (equal ranking):
ELIZABETH C. CROSBY
For outstanding original contributions to comparative and human neuro
anatomy and for the synthesis and transmission of knowledge of the
entire nervous system of the vertebrate phylum.
DONALD E. KNUTH
For his deeply significant research into the mathematical analysis and
design of efficient computer algorithms and for his profoundly influen
tial books which have codified the fundamental knowledge at the core of
computer programming.
HERMAN F. MARK
For his contributions to polymer chemistry, and his role in the intro
duction of polymer science as an academic discipline in the United
States.

•

- 2 -

EDWARD M. PURCELL
For contributions to nuclear magnetic resonance in condensed matter and
the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields.
VICTOR F. WEISSKOPF
For important contributions to our understanding of nuclear matter and
nuclear reactions, and early fundamental contributions to our understand
ing of elementary particles.
PAUL A. WEISS
For outstanding contributions to cell biology and understanding of the
development of the nervous system including the basis for surgical
repair of injury to peripheral nerves.

Third Priority Group

( rank-ordered ) :
SEVERO OCHOA

For his important contributions to the development of biochemistry and
molecular biology, and his discoveries that led to our present understand
ing of the reactions of the citric acid cycle and the mechanisms of
energy production, the biosynthesis of ribonucleic acid and the genetic
code, and the biosynthesis of proteins.
JOHN H. SINFELT
For scientific research on the nature of heterogeneous catalysis by
supported metals, leading to the development of new catalyst systems for
the production of low lead gasoline and the removal of pollutants from
automobile exhaust gases.
EMMETT N. LEITH
For pioneering discoveries and developments in wavefront construction
and holography, leading the way in applying these �echniques to applica
tions in engineering and science._
ARTHUR KORNBERG
For his accomplishments in providing the conceptual and experimental
framework for much of our current understanding of the manner in which
DNA, the genetic substance, is replicated.
RAYMOND D. MINDLIN
For fundamental contributions to applied mechanics, including theory and
applications in photoelasticity, package cushioning, piezoelectric
oscillators, and ultra high frequency vibrations.

- 3 -

EARL R. PARKER
For contributions profoundly influencing and advancing materials engi
neering through research in flow and fracture, and for his development
of new alloys with unusual combinations of strength and toughness.
GEORGE L.

STEBBINS, JR.

For his outstanding contributions to the synthesis of an evolutionary
theory, particularly as it applies to plants.
ROBERT H. BURRIS
For numerous original contributions leading to an understanding of the
physiology and biochemistry of the process of biological nitrogen fixa
tion.
SIMON RAMO
For basic contributions to microwave electronics, and imaginative tech
nical leadership in making large electronic systems available to the
country for defense and civilian uses.
LYMAN SPITZER, JR.
For important contributions to the theory of star formation and evolving
stellar systems and plasma physics, including use of fusion as a source
of energy.

Recipients

of the National

Medal of Science

ADAMS, ROGER

(1964)

(1963)
(1964)
ARNON, DANIEL ISRAEL (1973)
ALVAREZ, LUIS WALTER

AMMANN, OTHMAR H

BACKUS, JOHN
BARDEEN, JOHN

(1975)
(1965)

(1968)
(1968)
BEAMS, JESSE WAKEFIELD (1967)
BENEDICT, MANS ON (1975)
BETHE, HANS A. (1975)
BIRCH, ALBERT FRANCIS (1967)
BJERKNES, JACOB (1966)
BLOEMBERGEN, NICOLAAS (1974)
BRAUER, RICHARD DAGOBERT ( 1970)
BREIT, GREGORY (1967)
BRODIE, BERNARD BIGHAM (1968)
BRONK, DE TLEV WULF (1968)
BROWN, HERBERT CHARLES (1969)
BUSH, VANNEVAR (1963)
BARKER, HORACE ALBERT

BARTLETT, PAUL DOUGH TY

CHANCE, BRITTON

(1974)

CHANDRASEKHAR, SUB RAHMANYAN

(1966)

(1974)
CHERN, SHIING-SHEN (1975)
COHEN, MORRIS (1976)
COHEN, PAUL JOSEPH (1967)
COLE, KENNETH STEWART (1967)
CHARGAFF, ERWIN

(1975)
(1975)
DEBYE, PETER J. W. (1965)
DICKE, ROBERT H. (1970)
DJERASSI, CARL (1973)
DOBZHANSKY, THEODOSIUS (1964)
DRAPER, CHARLES STARK (1964)
DRYDEN, HUGH L (1965)
DANTZIG, GEORGE B ERNARD

DAVIS, HALLOWELL

ECKERT, J PRESPER

(1968)

(1973)
EWING,WILLIAM MAURICE (1972)
EYRING, HENRY (1966)

EDGERTON, HAROLD EUGENE

WILLIAM (1969)

FELLER,

PAUL JOHN (1974)

FLORY,
FOWLER,

(1974)

WILLIAM A.

HERBERT (1968)

FRIEDMAN,

KURT OTTO (1976)

FRIEDRICHS,

KU RT (1974)

GODEL,

GOLDMARK,

PETER C (1976)

GOUDSMIT,

SAMUEL A.

GUTOWSKY,

(1976)

ROGER (1976)

GUILLEMIN,

H.

S.

(1976)

PAUL (1975)

GYORGY,

ARIE JAN (1973)

HAAGEN-SMIT,
HAENSEL,

VLADIMIR (1973)

HAMMETT,

LOUIS PLACK (1967)

HARLOW, HARRY F (1967)
HEIDELBERGER, MICHAEL (1967)
HENDRICKS, STERLING B. (1975)
HIRSCHFELDER, JOSEPH OAKLAND (1975)
HUEBNER, ROBERT JOSEPH (1969)
CLARENCE LEONARD (1965)

JOHNSON,
KILBY,

JACK S.

KISTIAKOWSKY,

C.

(1969)

GEORGE BOGDAN (1967)

KNIPLING,

EDWARD FRED (1966)

KOMPF NER,

RUDOLF (1974)

LAND,

EDWIN HERBERT (1967)
LEON MAX (1965)

LEDERMAN,
LEF SCHETZ,

SOLOMON (1964)

WARREN KENDALL (1965)

LEWIS,

LIPMAN, FRITZ A. (1966)
LUSH, JAY LAURENCE (1968)
MAYR,

ERNST (1969)

MCCLINTOCK,

BARBARA (1970)

NEAL ELGAR (1964)

MILLER,

JOHN WILLARD (1966)

MILNOR,

HAROLD MARSTON (1964)

MORSE,

MUELLER,

ERWIN (1976)

MUELLER,

GEORGE E.

NEEL,

(1974)

JAMES V.

NEWMARK,
NEYMAN,

NATHAN MORTIMORE (1968)
JERZY (1968)

NIRENBERG,
ONSAGER,

(1970)

MARSHALL l�ARREN (1964)

LARS (1968)

2

PANOF SKY, WOLFGANG K.H. (1969)
PAULING, LINUS (1974)
PECK, RALPH BRAZELTON (1974)
PICKERING, WILLIAM H. (1975)
PIERCE, JOHN ROBINSON (1963)
PITZER, K. S. (1974)
PORTER, KEI TH ROBERTS (1976)
RACKER, EFRAIM (1976)
ROSE, WILLIAM CUMMING (1966)
ROSSINI, FREDERICK D. (1976)
ROUS, FRANCIS PEYTON (1965)
RUBEY, WILLIAM WALDEN (1965)
SABIN, ALBERT B. (1970)
SANDAGE, ALLAN REX (1970)
SARETT, LEWIS HASTINGS (1975)
SCHWINGER, JULIAN (1964)
SEITZ, FREDERICK (1973)
SHANNON, CLAUDE ELWOOD (1966)
SHANNON, JAMES A. (1974)
SIKORSKY, IGOR I (1967)
SIMPSON, GEORGE GAYLORD (1965)
SKINNER, BURRHUS F REDERIC (1968)
SLATER, JOHN CLARKE (1970)
STURTEVANT, ALFRED HENRY (1967)
SUOMI, VERNER E. (1976)
SUTHERLAND, EARL W.,JR. (1973)
TAUBE, HENRY (1976)
TERMAN, FREDERICK EMMONS (1975)
TUKEY, JOHN WILDER (1973)
UHLENBECK, GEORGE E. (1976)
UREY, HAROLD CLAYTON (1964)
VAN NIEL, CORNELIS B (1963)
VAN SLYKE, DONALD D (1965)
VAN VLECK, JOHN HASBROUCK (1966)
VOGEL, ORVILLE ALVIN (1975)
VON BRAUN, WERNER (1975)
VON KARMAN, THEODORE (1962)
WHEELER, JOHN ARCHIBALD (1970)
WHITCOMB, RICHARD TRAVIS (1973)
WHITNEY, HASSLER (1976)
WIENER, NORBERT (1963)
WIGNER, EUGENE PAUL (1968)
WILSON, EDWARD 0.

(1976)

WILSON, E. BRIGHT (1975)
WILSON, ROBERT RATHBUN (1973)

3

WINSTEIN, SAUL (1970)
WOLMAN, ABEL (1974)
WOODWARD, R OBERT BUR NS (1964)
WRIGHT, SEWALL (1966)
WU, SHIEN-SHIUN G (1975)
ZARISKI, OSCAR (1965)
ZWORYKIN, VLADIMIR K OSMA (1966)
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

1 2 DEC 1979

�1Et�ORANDW·1 FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FRO�l

Frank Presss1.CI

SUBJECT

National Medal of Science Nominations

�tD

Background
The National �1edal of Science· -- established by Congress in 1959 --is
The
the highest honor our Nation accords its scientists and engineers.
legislation states that awards are to be made by the President, and that
no more than tvJenty may be given in any one calendar year�

Subsequent

Executive Orders established a Presidentially-appointed committee to
solicit nominations and then make recommendations to the President.

133 Hedals have been a\'Jarded by Presidents beginning with John
Except for two years during the Nixon Administration, awards
Kennedy.
have been given annually.
You may recall that you made the most recent
awards in a ceremony on November 22, 1977.
No awards have been made
since then because we undertook the reorganization of the selection
committee to include a wider spectrum of participants and thereby to
To date,

-

reflect philosophies of this Administration.
Nominations
·V..,

The selection committee solicits nominations very broadly from the
science and engineering communities in the United States.
The committee
has now forwarded its recommendations in the form of a rank-ordered 1 ist
of tvJenty persons and has recommended that all receive awards this year.
I find that each of the twenty candidates forwarded by the selection
committee has made outstanding contributions that are in the traditio n
Four of the candidates already have
of past recipients of the Medal.
I concur in the advice of the selection committee
received Nobel prizes.
and recommend that all receive awards this year.
The slate of twenty
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nominees is set out for your consideration as TAB A, the report of the
selection committee as TAB B, the citation list as TAB C, and a list of
previous recipients as TAB D.
Recognition of Innovation
These awards, co�ing closely after your Innovation Message, offer an
excellent opportunity to recognize publicly the importance of innovation

'·,
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in the science and technology process.
Several of the candidates have
For example, Robert Noyce
made note1·1orthy contributions to innovation.
is considered the inventor of the integrated circuit, which is the
cornerstone of modern electronics and computers.
Paul Weiss invented
techniques that are the basis for the surgical repair of injury to
peripheral nerves.
John Sinfelt is credited with the invention of new
commercial reforming catalysts responsive to the need for higher-octane,
no-lead gasoline.
And Earl Parker is responsible for the invention of
new steels that permit a wide range of safer, more practical structural
designs.
Presentation
Since its inception, all medals have been awarded personally by the
I recommend that you
President in a brief ceremony at the White House.
continue this tra�ition.
If you agree with this approach, and the list
of twenty nominees, we will schedule a ceremony at an appropriate time
in the near future.

ACTION
Approve
--

Other
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES

1979

(equal ranking)

1st priority _group:
Jo seph L.
Richard

Robert N.
Earl R.

CDob
Feynman

P.

Noyce

Stadtman

2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth c.

Cro sby

CDnald E.

Knuth

Herman F.

Mark

EdvJard M.

Purcell

Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul 1\l fred Weiss

(rank-ordered)

3rd p riority groue_:
Severo Ochoa
John H.

Sin felt

Emmc.t t Norm2n Leith
Arthur Kornberg
RCJymond D.
Earl R.

�1indHn

Parker·

Georg e L.

Stebbins

Robert H.

Bur�ris

Simon flarno
Lyman Spitzer,

Jr.

.
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE

NATIONAL

MEDAL OF

SCIENCE

NATIONA L SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20�50

June 28, 1979

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to transmit for your consideration the Committee's recommen
dations for the National Medal of Science.

As you kno\v, Medals are awarded

by the President pui suant to the National Medal of Science Act of 1959.
date

Medals

133

Kennedy.

have

been ·awarded

by

Presidents

beginning

with

To
John

The most recent awards were made by you on November 22, 1977.

The Committee met on May 29

to consider candidates for the Medal and

following extensive and careful deliberations arrived at the enclosed list of 20
persons.

Also enclosed are minutes of the meeting, biographical sketches for

the 20 candidates, and proposed award citations.

The Committee believes that

each of these candidates is highly deserving of a National Medal of Science and
that

their

impressive

tradition of the Medal.

accomplishments

are

entirely

consistent

with

l.
���-.
-

the

Accordingly, the Committee respectfully urges that

you consider making awards to all 20 persons.

While this would be the largest

single group to receive Medals, the Committee notes that no Medals were
awarded last year and therefore believes that a larger than normal number
would be appropriate.

However, should you choose to recognize a smaller

group of our Nation's most outstanding scientists and engineers, the Commit
tee has grouped the list for your convenience.
The Committee also respectfully suggests that you consider announcing new
recipients at your earliest convenience.

The actual ceremony for presentation

The Committee recognizes the importance of the National Medal of Science:

� ;J:Z

stand ready to be of any additional assistance you may require.
Resp

�ry

--.

:

· ...

and is pleased to have been of service to you in recommending candidates.
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of the Medals could be scheduled for next fall.

We
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L. Good
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Chairman
Enclosures
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE

NATIONAL

MEDAL

OF

SCIENCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20550

Meeting Notes
President's Committee on the National Medal of Science
May 29, 1979
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.

Present:

r-.Aary Goo.._; 'Chairman), Dale Con)pton; Carl Djerassi, Leon Lederman,
Calvin i\1oore, Frank Press, Dorothy Simon, James Wyngaarden,
Richard Nicholson (Executive Secretary), Lois Hamaty (Staff Associate).

Dr. Good called the meeting to order at 9:15 AM.
agenda

for the day

nominees.

noting the need to arrive at

She briefly reviewed the
a rank-ordered list of

.. �,. �
""..;
...:·;,;,
·1·

She n�xt distributed to the Committee a letter from Dr. Handler

who raised several issues about the selection procedures to be used.

•

.·

•

. ..

Following

a lengthy debate, it was agreed that the Committee's central objective was to
select what in it's judgrnent would be the best possible list of candidates to
forward to the President.

However, before discussing individual nominees,

there was a general discussion of the criteria for selecting candidates.

Issues

included the extent to which previous forrns of recognition should be a factor;
whether a single, major achievement is more important than a long history of

,, ... ···
'•
'. :�--:. .; ,,...._.
.

contributions; and the possible useful purposes that may be served as a result
of receiving a Medal.

· •

Dr. Good asked a representative frorn each subcommittee to describe briefly
the accomplishments of the nominees brought forward by the subcommittee.
After these presentations, Dr. Good asked Committee members individually to
list the five persons they felt were most deserving.
for

whom

the

candidates.

Committee

unanimously

being the top

This procedure was repeated to produce another group of six
The Committee decided not

to attempt r.3.nk-ordering within either of the groups of four and six.

The first

priority group of four candidates and the second priority group of six are each
listed alphabetically on the attached list.

The same procedures were repeated

until the Committee agreed on a final group of ten persons ranked from "11"
through "20."

The list of the twenty candidates is attached.

Following a

further consideration of the scientific achievements of each of the candidates,
the Committee decided to urge the President to award Medals to all twenty
persons. The Committee noted in particular the outstanding character of the
group and the fact that Medals had not been awarded last year.

.· .

•

:
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.

_

This produced ten names

agreed on four as

candidates as the second highest-ranking group.
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Following selection of the list, Dr. Good asked that each subcommittee
representative examine the citations and biographies, modify them appropri
ately, and then forward them to Dr. Nicholson.
The Commitee next discussed the request for an exception to the five-year
rule on posthumous awards.
The Committee considered the relation of the

I

candidate v.'ith respect to those on the attached list, as well as the various
unique aspects of the case.

Following a lengthy debate it was agreed that the

Chairman should draft a separate letter to the President ·summarizing the
Committe's discussion and outlining possible options.

Dr. Good stated that a

draft of the letter would be circulated to the full Committee.
Dr. Good next introduced the topic of the solicitation process.

It was agreed

that the solicitation letter should be issued in July with a postmark of October
26 for receipt of , .ominations.

It was further agreed that the solicitation

should be broadened to include some additional segments of industry as well as
appropriate chairpersons in university departments.

Finally, it was agreed that

the use of a nominating forrn should be attempted.

The form would request

one page of biographical information, one page of justification for award of a
Medal,

a

list

of

not

more

than twenty

of

the

most

important

publi

cations/contributions, and not more than three seconding letters from persons
located

outside the nominees

home

institution familiar with the· technical

aspects of the nominee's acco'mplishments.

It was further agreed that the

-·

solicitation letter should state that in order for prior nominations to remain
active renomination via the new form would be required.
The Committee agreed to hold its next rneeting at Stanford University on
December 20, 1979.

There was no other business and the chairman adjourned

the meeting at 2:00 PM.
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority group:

( equal

ranking )

Joseph L. Doob
Richard P. Feynman
Robert N. Noyce
Earl R. Stadtman
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2nd priority group:

( equal

ranking

'

)
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.
·
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Elizabeth C. Crosby
Donald E. Knuth
Herman F.· Mark
Edward M. Purcell
Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss
3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered )

-

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin
Earl R. Parker
George L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
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CITATIONS
NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES

1979

First Priority Group (equal ranking):
JOSEPH L. DOOB
In recognition of his work on probability and mathematical statistics,
characterized by novel and fruitful ideas of a general character that
opened new fields of study which began to be transplanted abroad and now
are acclaimed worldwide.
RICHARD P. FEYNMAN
In recognition of his essential contributions to the quantum theory of
radiation and to his illumination of behavior of constituents, constituents
of the atom, of the atom nucleus, and of the subnuclear particles.

ROBERT N. NOYCE
For contributions to a variety of semiconductor devices, but especially
for the integrated circuit, the cornerstone of modern electronic�.
EARL R. STADTMAN
For seminal contributions to understanding of the energy metabolism of
anaerobic bacteria and for elucidation of major mechanisms whereby the
rates of metabolic processes are finely matched to the requirements of
the living cell.

Second priority Group (equal ranking):
ELIZABETH C. CROSBY
For outstanding original contributions to comparative and human neuro
anatomy and for the synthesis and transmission of knowledge of the
entire nervous system of the vertebrate phylum.
DONALD E. KNUTH
For his deeply significant research into the mathematical analysis and
design of efficient computer algorithms and for his profoundly influen
tial books which have codified the fundamental knowledge at the core of
computer programming.
HERMAN F. MARK
For his contributions to polymer chemistry, and his role in the intro
duction of polymer science as an academic discipline in the United
States.

�!
'I
I.

EDWARD M. PURCELL

For contributions to nuclear magnetic resonance in condensed matter and
the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields.
VICTOR F. WEISSKOPF

For important contributions to our understanding of nuclear matter and
nuclear reactions, and early fundamental contributions to our understand
ing of elementary particles.
PAUL A.

WEISS

For outstanding contributions to cell biology and understanding of the
development of the nervous system including the basis for surgical
repair. of injury to peripheral nerves.

Third Priority Group (rank-ordered):
SEVERO OCHOA

For his important contributions to the development of biochemistry and
molecular biology, and his discoveries that led to our present understand
ing of the reactions of the citric acid cycle and the mechanisms of
energy production, the biosynthesis of ribonucleic acid and the genetic
code, and the biosynthesis of proteins.
JOHN H.

SINFELT

For scientific research on the nature of heterogeneous catalysis by
supported metals, leading to the development of new catalyst systems for
the production of low lead gasoline and the removal of pollutants from
automobile exhaust gases.
E�1METT N.

LEITH

For pioneering discov�ries and development� in wavefront rnnstruction.
and holography, leading the way in applying these techniques to ap lica
tions in engineering and science.

p

ARTHUR KORNBERG

For his accomplishments in providing the conceptual and experimental
framework for much of our current understanding of the manner in which
DNA, the genetic substance, is replicated.
RAYMOND D. MINDLIN

For fundamental contributions to applied mechanics, including theory and
applications in photoelasticity, package cushioning, piezoelectric
oscillators, and ultra high frequency vibrations.

·----·---------�----- -------

EARL R.

PARKER

For contributions profoundly influencing and advancing materials engi
neeririg through research in flow and fracture, and for his development
of new alloys with unusual combinations of strength and toughness.
GEORGE L. STEBBINS, JR.
For his outstanding contributions to the synthesis of an evolutionary
theory, particularly as it applies to plants.
ROBERT H. BURRIS
For numerous original contributions leading to an understanding of the
physiology and biochemistry of the process of biological nitrogen fixa
tion.
SH10N RAMO
For basic contributions to microwave electronics, and imaginative tech
nical leadership in making large electronic systems available to the
country for defense and civilian uses.
LYMAN SPITZER, JR.
For important contributions to the theory of star formation and evolving
stellar systems and plasma physics, including use of fusion as a source
of energy.

-��,-��-

Recipients of the National
Medal of Science

ROGER

ADI\I�S,

(196!1)

1\LV/\REZ, LlJIS HALTER

(1963)
M1H.I\�IN, OTHI"l/\R H (1964)
ARNON, DANIEL ISRAEL (1973)
BACKUS, JOHN (1975)
DARDEEN, JOHN (1965)
BARKER, HORACE AU"lERT ( 1968)
I3A RT LE TT, PAUL OOUGHTY (1968)
BEAMS , JESSE WAKEFIELD (1967)
BENEDICT, M A NS O N (1975)
BETHE, HANS A. (1975)
BIRCII, ALBERT fRANC IS (19fl7)
RJERKNES, JACOB (1966)
BLOEMBERGEN, NICOLAAS (1974)
rmALJER, RICH/\ RD DAGOB ERT (1970)
BREIT, GREGORY (19fl7)
BRODIE, BERNARD BIGHAM (1968)
BROf.IK, DETLEV �.,JULF ( 1968)
BRO�N, HERBERT CH A RLES (1969)
BUSH, VA NNE VA R (1963)
CHANCE,

BRITTON (1974)

CllMJDRASEKHAR, SUBRAH!�ANYAN (1966)
CHA RGAFF,

ERWIN

(1974)

CHERN,

SIIING-SHEN (1975)

coHEN,

�1oruns c 1976)

COHE N , PAUL JOSEPH (1967)
COLE,

KENNETH STE1rJART (1967)
.
.

DANTZIG, GEORGE BE RNARD (1975)
(1975)
DEBYE , PETER J. W. (1965)
DICKE, ROBERT H. (1970)
DJERI\SSI, CARL (1973)
DOF27.H/\NSV.Y, THEOOOSIUS (1964)
DRAPER , CW�RLES STARK (1964)
DRYDEn, HUGH L ( 1965)
DAVIS, HALLG�ELL

ECKERT,

J PRESPER

ECCERTml,

(1968)

HAROLD EUGENE

( 1973)

EWING,WILLIAM MAURICE (1972)
EYRING, HENRY

(1966)

----

--------�

··---·--

WILL1A�

FELLER,

(1969)

PAUL JOHN (1974)

FLORY,

�liLLI AM A.

FO\oiLE R,

KU RT OTTO (1976)

FRIEDRICHS,
KURT

GODEL,

( 197 4)

HERBERT (1968)

FRIEDr·11\N,

(1974)

PETER C (1976)

GOLDt-11\RK,

SAr'lUEL A. ( 1976)
GUILLEMIN, ROGER (1976)
GUTOirJSKY, H. S. (1976)
GYORGY, PAUL (1975)

GOUDSfcUT,

HAAGEN-SMIT,

(1973)

LOUIS PLACK ( 1967)

HAM!·1ETT,
1-!ARLO\rJ,

ARIE JAN

VLADH1IR (1973)

HAf::NSEL,

HARRY F

HEIDELBERGER,
HDIDR ICKS,

( 1967)

MIC HAEL (1967)

STERLING B.

HIRSCHFELDER,

( 1975)

JOSEPH OAKLAND (1975)

(1969)

HUEBNE R,

ROBERT JOSEPH

JOHNSON,

CLARENCE LEONARD (1965)

KILRY,

C.

JACK S.

KISTIAKO'dSKY,

(1969)

GEORGE BOGDAN

KNIPLING,

ECHARD FRED (1966)

Km1P F !·IE R,

RUDOLF ( 1974)

Ll\t!D,

(19n7)

ED•JIN HERBERT (1967)

(1965)
(1964)
LEWIS, WARREN KENDALL (1965)
LIPl1!\�1, FR:rTZ /\. (1966)
LUSH , JAY LAU RENCE (1968)
LEON MAX

LEDERMAN,

LEFSCHETZ,

�1AYR,

ERNST

MCCLINTOCK,

SOLOMO�

(1969)
BARBARA ( 1970)

NEAL ELGAR (196LJ)

�1ILLER,

JOH N WILLARD (196o)

MIUJOR,

HAROLD MARSTON (1964)

MORSE,

! iU'::LLr.:P � ER',·:I:! ( 1975)
MUELLER, GEORGE E. (1970)
NEFL,

JAMES V.

t·ID-JH!\RK,
NDT1AN,

(1974)

N/\TflAN MORTH10RE (1968)
JERZY (1968)

NIRENB ERG,

MARSHALL WARREN (1964)

ONSAGER, LARS (1968)

2

'

•.

Pf\NOFSKY, WOL FG A NG K.H.
PAULING,
PECK,

LINUS

(1969)

(1974)

RALPH BRAZELTON

(1974)
(1975)
PIE RCE, JOHN ROBINSON (1963)
PITZER, K. S. (1974)
PORTER, KEITH ROBERTS (1976)
PI CKERING, WILLIAM H.

RACKER, EF RA IM (1976)
ROSE,

WILLIAM CUMMING

(1966)
(1976)
ROUS, FRANCIS PEYTON (1965)
RUDEY, WILLIAM WALDEN (1965)
FREDERICK D.

ROSS INI,

AL BERT B.

S ABIN,

(1970)

SANDAGE, ALLAN REX (1970)
SI\RF.TT,

LEWIS HASTINGS (1975)

SCindiNGER, ,JULIAN

(196!1)

FRE DE f\ I CK (1973)

SEITZ,

SHAtmON, CLAUDE EL\r-JOOD (1966)
SHA NNOrl,

( 197 4)
IGOR I (1967)

JAMES A.

SIKORSKY,

S Tt·1P3ml, G EO f\ G E GA YLOIW (1965)
BURRHUS F REDEf\IC (·1968)

SKINt!En,

JOHN CLARKE (1970)

SLATER,

ALFRED HENRY

STURTEVANT,

(1967)

VERNER E.· (1976)

SUOtU,

S!JfHERLAND,

EARL \rJ.,JR.

(1973)

TAUBE, HENRY (1976)
FREDERICK EMMONS (1975)

TEf\HAN,

JOHN WILDER (1973)

TUKEY,

UI!L[Nf\ECK, GEORGE E. ( 1976)
UREY,

HA ROL D CLAYTON (19M)

VAN NIEL,

(1963)
(1965)
V AN VLECK, JO HN HASBROUCK (1966)
VOGEL, ORVILLE ALVIN (1975)
VON B RAUH , WERNER (1975)
VOt·l KARr--11\N, THEOOORE ( 1962)
CORNELIS 8

VANSLYKE, DONALD D
.

WHEELER,

JOHN ARCHIBALD

vJ!!ITCOHI3,

(1970)

RICHARD T RA VIS (1973)

vJIJITNEY, HA S S LER (1976)
WIENER,

NORBERT (1963)

vJIGNER,

EUGENE PAUL

HILSON,

E[MARD 0.

(1968)
(1976)
1.-IILSmJ, E. BRIGHT (1975)
WILSON, ROBERT RA THBUN (1973)
3

WINSTEIN,
v!OU1!\ N,

SAUL

(1970)

ABEL (197Ll)

1t!OODHARD,

ROBERT BURNS

(1964)

( 1966)
V!U, S!HDI-SHIUNG (1975)
WRIGHT,

SEHALL

ZARISKJ, OSCAR (1965)
ZWORYKIN,

VLADIMIR KOSMA (1966)

.
.
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THE· WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

1 2 DEC 1:J79

f·1E�10RANDUt·1 FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FR0�1

��
Frank Presss�G
-

SUBJECT

National Medal of Science Nominations

·'

D

Background
The National Medal of Science -- established by Congress in 1959

-

- is

the highest honor our Nation accords its scientists and engineers.
The
legislation states that av.Jards are to be made by the President, and that
no more than twenty may be given in any one calendar year.
Subsequent
Executive Orders established a Presidentially-appointed committee to
solicit nominations and then make recommendations to the President.
To date, 133 1·1edals have been a\'larded by Presidents beginning with John
Except for two � ears during the Nixon Administration, awards
Kennedy.
have been given annually.
You may recall that you made the most recent
a1·1ards in a ceremony on November 22, 1977.
No awards have been made
since then because we undertook the reorganization of the selection

-·

committee to include a wider spectrum of participants and thereby to
reflect philosophies of this Administration.
Nominations
..lo,.,.

�-'
-·

�--............. .

The selection committee solicits nominations very broadly from the
science and engineering communities in the United States.
The committee
has nov1 forv1arded its recommendations in the form of a rank -ordered list
of t1·1enty persons and has recommended that all receive awards this year.

h:·-·-..

I find that each of the twenty candidates forwarded by the selection
committee has made outstanding contributions that are in the traditio n
Four of the candidates already have
of past recipients of the Medal.
I concur in the advice of the selection comnittee
received Nobel prizes.
•

The slate of twenty
and recommend that all receive awards this year.
nominees is set out for your consideration as TAB A, the report of the
selection committee as TAB B, the citation list as TAB C, and � list of
previous recipients as TAB D.

These awards, coming closely after your Innovation Message, offer an
excellent opportunity to recognize publicly the importance of innovation

.

·.

,;.7.:' .

'·
... .....

:..·.

r;:�>
' ..

,,_.-:;
r....:.-•·

- 2 -

in the science and technology process.
Several of the candidates have
For example, Robert Noyce
made note\·Jorthy contributions to innovation.
is considered the inventor of the integrated circuit, which is the
cornerstone of modern electronics and compute�s.
Paul Weiss invented
techniques that are the basis for the surgical repair of injury to
peripheral nerves.
John Sinfelt is credited with the invention of new
commercial reforming catalysts responsive to the need for higher-octane,
no-lead gasoline.
And Earl Parker is responsible for the invention of
new steels that permit a wide range of safer, more practical structural
designs.
Presentation
Since its inception, all medals have been awarded personally by the
I recommend that you
President in a brief ceremony at the White House.
continue this traGition.
If you agree with this approach, and the list
of twenty nominees, we will schedule a ceremony at an appropriate time
in the near future.

ACTION
Approve
-

Other

·

-

·.
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.
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.
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES

1979

1st priority group:

(equal ranking)

Joseph L.

Coob

Richard P.

Feynman

Robert N.
Earl R.

Noyce

Stadtman

2nd priority _group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C.

Cro sby

Conald E.

Knuth

Hc.rman F.

f�ark

Edv1ard �'1.

Purcell

Victor F. \ll]eisskopf
Paul 1\l fred Weiss

3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered)

Severo Ochoa
John H.

Sin felt

Emm�tt Norman L eith
1\rthur Kornberg
Raymond D.

Earl R.

�1indHn

Parker·

George L.

Stebbins

RobPrt H.

Burris

Sirnon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer,

Jr.

.
.

-------

r-

-------�
-

PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20�50

June 28, 1979

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to transmit for your consideration the Committee's recommen
d2.tions for the National Medal of Science.

As yo,u know, Medals are awarded

by the President pui suant to the National Medal of Science Act of 1959.
date

133

Kennedy.

Medals

have

been

awarded

by

Presidents

beginning

with

To

John

The most recent awards were made by you on November 22, 1977.

The Committee met on May 29 to consider candidates· for the Medal and
following extensive and careful deliberations arrived at the enclosed list of 20
persons.

Also enclosed are minutes of the meeting, biographical sketches for

the 20 candidates, and proposed award citations.

The Committee believes that

each of these candidates is highly deserving of a National Medal of Science and
that

their

impressive

tradition of the Medal.

accomplishments

are

entirely

consistent

with

-

the

Accordingly, the Committee respectfully urges that

you consider making awards to all 20 persons.

While this would be the largest

single group to receive Medals, the Committee notes that no Medals were
awarded last year and therefore believes that a larger than normal number
would be appropriate.

However, should you choose to recognize a smaller

group of our Nation's most outstanding scientists and engineers, the Commit
tee has grouped the list for your convenience.
The Committee also respectfully suggests that you consider announcing new
recipients at your earliest convenience.

The actual ceremony for presentation

of the Medals could be scheduled for next fall.

�- .. · ..•

Th.e Committee recognizes the importance of the National Medal of Science:
and is pleased to have been of service to you in recommending candidates.

We

� �:z

stand ready to be of any additional assistance you may require.

�

Resp

ry L. Good

Enclosures

-
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Chairman
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON

THE

NATIONAL MEDAL OF

SCIENCE

NATIONAL, SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGT.ON. D. C. 20:550

Meeting Notes
President's Committee on the National Medal of Science
May29, 1979
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.

Present:

l'dary Goo...; 'Chairman), Dale Compton; Carl Djerassi, Leon Lederman,
Calvin Moore, Frank Press, Dorothy Simon, James Wyngaarden,
Richard Nicholson (Executive Secretary), Lois Hamaty (Staff Associate).

Dr. Good called the meeting to order at 9:15 AM.
agenda for
nominees.

the day noting

the

She briefly reviewed the

need to arrive at

a rank-ordered list of

She next distributed to the Committee a letter from Dr. Handler

who raised several issues about the selection procedures to be used.

Following

a lengthy debate, it was agreed that the Committee's central objective was to
select what in it's judgment would be the best possible list of candidates to
forward to the

President.

However, before discussing individual nominees,

there was a general discussion of the criteria for selecting candidates.

Issues

included the extent to which previous forms of recognition should be a factor;
whether a single, major achievement is more important than a long history of
contributions; and the possible useful purposes that may be served as a result
of receiving a Medal.
Dr. Good asked a representative from each subcommittee to describe briefly
the accomplishments of the nominees brought forward by the subcommittee.

.,-·

After these presentations, Dr. Good asked Committee members individually to
list the five persons they felt were most deserving.
for

whom

the

candidates.

Committee

unanimously

,•;t

This produced ten names

agreed on

four as

being

candidates as the second highest-ranking group.

,

.

� .,. ..
.

- _

.

the top -.

This procedure was repeated to produce another group of six

f��\��.:

The Committee decided not

to attempt rank-ordering within either of the groups of four and six.

'

�-

The first

.
'·

..

_("

priority group of four candidates and the second priority group of six are each
listed alphabetically on the attached list.

The same procedures were repeated

until the Committee agreed on a final group of ten persons ranked from "11"
through "20."

The list of the t\venty candidates is attached.

Following a

further consideration of the scientific achievements of each of the candidates,
the Committee decided to urge the President to award Medals to all twenty
persons.

The Committee noted in particular the outstanding character of the

group and the fact that Medals had not been awarded last year.

_.·._.•'. ,
·,

:?.,
·.

·

,

.
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.·
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- 2 Following selection of the list, br. Good asked that each subcommittee
representative examine the citations and biographies, modify them appropri
ately, and then forward them to Dr. Nicholson.
The Comm itee next discussed the request for an exception to the five-year
rule on posthumous awards.
The Committee considered the relation of the

candidate with respect to those on the attached list, as well as the various

unique aspects of the case.

Following a lengthy debate it was agreed that the

Chairman should draft a separate letter to the President summarizing the
Committe's discussion and outlining possible options.

Dr. Good stated that a

draft of the letter would be circulated to the full Committee.
Dr. Good next introduced the topic of the solicitation process.

It was agreed

that the solicitation letter should be issued in July with a postmark of October

26 for receipt of

i .ominations.

It was further agreed that the solicitation

should be broadened to include some additional segments of industry as well as

appropriate chairpersons in university departments.

Finally, it was agreed that

the use of a nominating form should be attempted.

The form would request

one page of biographical information, one page of justification for award of a
Medal,

a

list

of

not

more

than

twenty

of

the

most

important

publi

cations/contributions, and not more than three seconding letters from persons

i . - ·.;
� ...... , .�

�· ..

�...,::�:
.

located. outside the nominees home institution familiar with the technical

' .

aspects of the nominee's accomplishments.

-

It was further agreed that the

solicitation letter should state that in order for prior nominations to remain

active renomination via the new form would be required.
The Committee agreed to hold it s next meeting at Stanford University on
December 20, 1979.

There was no other business and the chairman adjourned

the meeting at 2:00 PM.
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority group:

( equal

ranking )

Joseph L. Doob
Richard P. Feynman
Robert N. Noyce
Earl R. Stadtman
2nd priority group:

( equal

ranking )

Elizabeth C. Crosby
Donald E. Knuth
Herman F. Mark
Edward M. Purcell
Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss
3rd priority group:

( rank-ordered )

-

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin
Earl R. Parker
George L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
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CITATIONS
NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

First Priority Group

( equal

ranking ) :
JOSEPH L. DOOB

·

Iri recognition of his work on probability and mathematical statistics,
characterized by novel and fruitful ideas of a general character that
opened new fields of study which began to be transplanted abroad and now
are acclaimed worldwide.
RICHARD P.

FEYNMAN

In recognition of his essential contributions to the quantum theory of
·radiation and to his illumination of behavior of constituents, constituents
of the atom, of the atom nucleus, and of the subnuclear particles.

ROBERT N. NOYCE
For contributions to a variety of semiconductor devices, but especially
for the integrated circuit, the cornerstone of modern electronics.
EARL R. STADTMAN
For seminal contributions to understanding of the energy metabolism of
anaerobic bacteria and for elucidation of major mechanisms whereby the
rates of metabolic processes cire finely matched to the requirements of
the living cell.

Second priority Group

( equal

ranking ) :

ELIZABETH C.

CROSBY

For outstanding original contributions to comparative and human neuro
anatomy and for the synthesis and transmission of knowledge of the
entire nervous system of the vert�brate phylum.
DONALD E. KNUTH
For his deeply s1gnificant research into the mathematical analysis and
design of efficient computer algorithms and for his profoundly influen
tial books which have codified the fundamental knowledge at the core of
computer programming.
HER��AN F.

MARK

For his contributions to polymer chemistry, and his role in the intro
duction of polymer science as an academic discipline in the United
States.

------ ·------·-···

·· ------

-------

----·

EDWARD M. PURCELL

.J
··'

r

For contributions to nuclear magnetic resonance in condensed matter and
the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields.
VICTOR F.

WEISSKOPF

For important contributions to our understanding of nuclear matter and
nuclear reactions, and early fundamental contributions to our understand
ing of elementary particles.
PAUL A.

I

.l
I

v/EISS

For outstanding contributions to cell biology and understanding of the
development of the nervous system including the basis for surgical
repair. of injury to peripheral nerves.

)

Third Priority Group (rank�ordered :
SEVERO OCHOA
For his important contributions to the development of biothemistry and
molecular biology, and his discoveries that led to our present understand
ing of the reactions of the citric acid cycle and the mechanisms of
energy production, the biosynthesis of ribonucleic acid and the genetic
code, and the biosynthesis of proteins.
JOHN H. SINFELT
For scientific research on the nature of heterogeneous catalySis by
supported metals, leading to the development of new catalyst systems for
the production of low lead gasoline and the removal of pollutants from
automobile exhaust gases.
EMt�ETT N.

LEITH

For pioneering discoveries and developments in wavefront rnnstruction
·
and holography, leading the \�ay in applying these techniques to ap lica
tions in engineering and science.

p

ARTHUR KORNBERG
For his accomplishments in providing the conceptual and experimental
framework for much of our current understanding of the manner in which
DNA, the genetic substance, is replicated.
RAYMOND D. MINDLIN
For fundamental contributions to applied mechanics, including theory and
applications in photoelasticity, package cushioning, piezoelectric
oscillators,

and ultra high frequency vibrations.

._

---

--�------�--- ------

EARL R.

-����--

PARKER

For contributions profoundly influencing and advancing materials engi
neering through research in flow and fracture, and for his development
of new alloys with unusual combinations of strength and toughness.
GEORGE L. STEGBINS, JR.
For his outstanding contributions to the synthesis of an evolutionary
theory, particularly as it applies to plants.
ROBERT H. BURRIS·
For numerous original contributions leading to an understanding of the
physiology and bi�chemistry of the process of biological nitrogen fixa
tion.
SH10N RAMO
For basic contributions to microwave electronics, and imaginative tech
nical leadership in making large electronic systems available to the
country for defense and civilian uses.
LYMAN SPITZER, JR.
For important contributions to the theory of star formation and evolving
stellar systems and plasma physics, including use of fusion as a source
of energy.

\.

Recipients of the Natibnal
Medal of Science

ROGER (196�)

ADAMS,

/\ L VAREZ , LUIS HALTER (1963)
f\t·lHMIN,
ARNON ,

OTH�lAR H

(196Li)
(1973)

DA N I E L ISRAEL

BACKUS,

JOHN

BARDEE N ,

JOHN

(1975)
(1965)

(1968)
(1968)
REAMS, JE SSE WAKEFIELD (1967)
BENEDICT, MA NS O N (1975)
BETf-lE, HANS A. ( 1975)
BIRCII, AL BERT FRANCIS (1967)
RJERKNES, JACOB ( 1966)
DLOEMBERGEN, N I C OL AAS (1974)
Df\ALJER, RICH/\ RD D/\GOBERT (1970)
BREIT , GREGORY (1907)
BRODIE, BERNARD BIGHAM (1968)
BRONK , DETLEV l,,JULF (1968)
BROWN, HERBERT CHARLES (1969)
BUSH, VANN E V AR (1963)
BARKER,

HORACE ALGERT

BARTLETT,

CHANCE,

PAUL

DOUGHTY

(1974)

BRITTON

CHMJDRASEKHJ\R,

SU B R AHM ANYA N (1966)

(19711)
(1975)
COHEN, MORRIS (1976)
COl-lEN, PAUL JOS EPH (1967)
C OLE, KENNE TH ST8�ART (1967)

CHA RG/\FF,
CHERN,

ER\1IN

� I I I NG -SHEN

DANTZIG, GEORGE BERNARD (1975)
D AVIS,

HALLOWELL (1975)

(1965)
(1970)
DJERASSI, CARL (1973)
DOF27H!Ii·ISKY, THEOOOSIUS (1964)
CHARLES STARK (1964)
' DRAPE R,
DRYDEN, HUGH L (1965)
DE BYE,

P E TER J.

DICKE ,

ROBERT H.

ECKERT,

W.

J PRES PER (1968)

EDGERTON,

HAROLD EUGENE (1973)

EWI NG , WILL TAM MAURICE (1972)
EYRING,

HENRY (1966)

.
.

--�--- -------------- ------------- - --

----------- --------------..,.-----�-

(1969)

FELLER , HILLI!\11

PAUL JOHN (1974)

FLORY,

(1974)
(1968)
KURT OTTO (1976)

HILLIAM A.

FOWLER,

HERBERT

FRIEDt,1/\N,

FRIEDRICHS,

(1974)

KURT

GODEL,

GOLDMARK,

PETER C (1976)

GOUDSt1IT,

SA!1UEL A.

(1976)
(1975)

H.

GUTOiriSKY,

.S.

PAUL

GYORGY,

( 1976)

ROGER (1976)

GUILLEMJN,

(1973)
(1973)
HAMHETT, LOUIS PLACK ( 1967)
HARLQI;J, HARRY F (1967)
H EIDELBERGER, I�ICHAEL (1967)
HEt!DRICKS, STERLING B. ( 1975)
ARIE JAN

HJ\AGEN-SNIT,

VLADIMIR

HAENSEL,

HIRSCI!FELDER,

JOSEPH OAKLAND (1975)

( 1969)

HUEBNE8,

ROBERT JOSEPH

JOHNSON,

CLAREN C E LEONARD (1965)

JACKS.

KILRY,

KISTJAKO':JSKY ,

C.

(1969)

GEORGE BOGDAN (19117)

KNIPLHJG,

ED,JARD FRED (1966)

Km1PFI'JER,

RUDOLF ( 1974)

L/\ND,

EPdiN HERBERT (1967)

LEDERMAN,

(19G5)
(1964)
LEW IS, WARREN KENDALL (1965)
LI Pt�A ��, FR :rTZ P... (1966)
LUSH , JAY LAURENCE (1968)
LEON �lAX

LEFSCHETZ,

MAYR,

SOLOMON

ERNST

I�CCLUITOCK,

(1969)
BARBARA ( 1970)

(1964)

MILLER,

NEAL ELGAR

MILNOR,

JOHN WILLARD (1966)

(1964)
( 1976)
MUELLER, GEORGE E. (1970)
HAROLD MARSTON

MORSE,

t1LJELLF.R,

tiEF:L,

ER\-IHJ

(1974)

,JJ\t�f.S V.

NEHI-'1!\RK,
NE'tl'1M!,

N/\Tfl!IN �10RTIHORE
JERZY

NIRENBERG,
ONSAGER,

(1968)

(1968)

MARSHALL WARREN

LARS (1968)

2

(1964)

-------"'"---��-
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PANOFSKY, WOL FGANG K.H.

(1969)

LINUS (1974)

PAULING,

RALPH BRAZELTON

(1974)
(1975)
PI E RCE, JOHN ROBiNSON (1963)
PITZER, K. S. (1974)
PO RTER, KEITH ROBERTS (1976)
PECK,

PICKERING,

RA C KE R,
ROSE,

WILLIAM H.

EFRAIM (1976)

WILLIAM CUMMING

(1966)
(1976)
ROUS, F RANC IS PEYTON (1965)
RUBEY, WILLIAM WALDEN (1965)
FREDERICK D.

RO SSINI,

(1970)
(1970)
SARETf , LEWIS HASTINGS (1975)
SCIMINGER, JULIAN (196Ll)
S ElTZ, FREDE lUCK ( 1973)
SH!1 t·INON, CLAUDE ELWOOD ( 1966)
SHANNON, JAMES A. ( 1 97 4 )
SIKORSKY, IGOR I (1967)
S PWSml, GEORGE GA YLOH D (1965)
SKINN ER , BURRHUS FREDERIC (1968)
SLATER, JOHN CLARKE ( 1 9 70 )
STURTEVANT, ALFRED H E NRY (1967)
SUOt·U, VE RNER E. ( 197n)
SlJTIJERLAND, EARL hf., JR. ( 1973)
ALBERT A.

SABIN,

ALLAN R EX

SAND AGE ,

HENRY (1976)

TAUBE,
TE RMAN ,

FREDERICK EMM ONS (1975)
JOHN WIL DE R (1973)

TUJ\EY,

UHLENBECK,
UREY,

GEORGE E.

HAROLD CLAYTON

VAN NIEL,

(1976)
(1964)

CORNELIS B (1963)

VAN SLYl<E,
VAN ��ECK,

DONALD D (1965)
JOHN HASBROUCK

(1966)
(1975)
VON BRAUt!, HEHNER (1975)
VON KARt1AN, THEODORE (1962)

VOGE L,

ORVILLE ALVIN

JOHN ARCHIBALD

ltJHEELF:R,

1-JfiiHIEY,
WIENER,
·

1-JIGNER,

(1970)

RICHARD Tf"lAVIS (19T3)

\rJl!ITCOi·1B,

HASSLER (197fi)
NORBERT (1963)

EUGE NE PAUL (1968)

( 1976)
(1975)
WILSON, ROBERT R ATHBU N (1973)

WILSON,

ECVJ/\RD 0.

�IILSON,

E.

BRIGHT

3

·r

WINSTEIN, SAUL (1970)
lt.'OLH/\N, ABEL ( 197L!)
HOOD\IJARD, ROBERT BURNS ( 1964)
WRIGHT, SE\rJALL ( 1966)
WU, 81IEN-SHIUNG (1975)
ZARISKI, OSCAR (1965)
Zv.JO!Wl<IN, VLADIMIR KOS��A ( 1966)

.
.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

1 2 DEC 1979

MEt�ORANDU�l FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FR0�1

,... ti:S.D
Frank Presss1.�

SUBJECT

National Medal of Science Nominations

··

Background
The National r�edal of Science -- established by Congress in 1959 -- is
the highest honor our Nation accords its scientists and engineers.
The
legislation states that awards are to be made by the President, and that
no more than twenty may be given in any one calendar year.

Subsequent

Executive Orders established a Presidentially-appointed committee to
solicit nominations and then make recommendations to the President.

133 t·ledals have been a1·1arded by Presidents beginning with John
Except for two years during the Nixon Administration, awards
Kennedy.
have been given annually.
You may recall that you made the most recent
awards in a ceremony on November 22, 1977.
No awards have been made

To date,

-

since then because we undertook the reorganization of the selection
committee to include a wider spectrum of participants and thereby to
reflect philosophies of this Administration.
Nominations
The selection committee solicits nominations very broadly from the
science and engineering communities in the United States.
The committee
has now forv1arded its recommendations in the form of a rank-ordered list
of tlventy persons and has recommended that all receive awards this year.
I find that each of the tlventy candidates forwarded by the selection .
committee has made outstanding contributions that are in the traditio �

"": ...

....

Four of the candidates already have
of past recipients of the Medal.
I concur in the advice of the selection committee
received Nobel prizes.
and reco�nend that all receive awards this year.
The slate of twenty
nominees is set out for your consideration as TAB A, the report of the
selection committee as TAB B, the citation list as TAB C, and a list of
previous recipients as TAB D.
Recognition of Innovation
These awards, coming closely after your Innovation Message, offer an
excellent opportunity to recognize publicly the importance of innovation

• ,

�
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Several of the candidates have
in the science and technology process.
For example, Robert Noyce
made notevJOrthy contributions to innovation.
is considered the inventor of the integrated circuit, which is the
cornerstone of modern electronics and computers.
Paul Weiss invented
techniques that are the basis for the surgical repair of .injury to
peripheral nerves.
John Sinfelt is credited with the invention of new
commercial reforming catalysts responsive to the need for higher-octane,
no-lead gasoline.
And Eatl Parker is re�ponsible for the invention of
new steels that permit a wide range of safer, more practical structural
designs.
·

Presentation
Since its inception, all medals have been awarded personally by the
I recommend that you
President in a brief ceremony at the White House.
If you agree with this approach, and the list
continue this trauition.
of twenty nominees, we will schedule a ceremony at an .appropriate time
in the near future.

ACTION
Approve

--

Other
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES

1979

(equal ranking)

1st priority _group:
Joseph_L.

Doob

Richard P.

Feynman

Robert N. Noyce
Earl R. Stadtman

2nd priorit� group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C. Crosby
[))nald E. Kn uth
Hc.rman F.

Mark

Edv1ard M.

Purcell

Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul

Alfred Weiss

(rank-ordered)

3rd priority group:
S evero Ochoa
John H.

Sinfelt

Emmo.t t Norman Leith
/\rthur Kornberg
Raymond D.
Earl

R.

MindHn

Parker·

George L.

St ebbins

Robert H.

Burris

Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer,

Jr.
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE
NATIONA L SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20:550

June 28, 1979

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to transmit for your consideration the Committee's recommen
As yo,u kno\v, Medals are awarded
by the President pui suant to the National Medal of Science Act of 1959. To
date 133 1\�edals have been awarded by Presidents beginning with John
d2 tions for the National Medal of Science.

Kennedy.

The most recent awards were made by you on November 22, 1977.

The Committee met on May 29 to consider candidates· for the Medal and

following extensive and careful deliberations arrived at the enclosed list of 20
persons.

Also enclosed are minutes of the meeting, biographical sketches for

the 20 candidates, and proposed award citations.

The Committee believes that

each of these candidates is highly deserving of a National Medal of Science and
that

their

impressive

tradition of the Medal.

accomplishments

are

entirely

consistent

with

the

-·

Accordingly, the Committee respectfully urges that

you consider making awards to all 20 persons.

While this would be the largest

·single group to receive Medals, the Committee notes that no Medals. were
awarded last year and therefore believes that a larger than normal number
would be appropriate.

However, should you choose to recognize a smaller

group of our Nation's most outstanding scientists and engineers, the Commit
tee has grouped the list .for your convenience.
The Committee also respectfully suggests that you consider announcing new
The actual ceremony for presentation

recipients at your earliest convenience.

of the Medals could be scheduled for next fall.
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The Committee recognizes the importance of the National Medal of Science:
and is pleased to have been of service to you in recommending candidates.
stand ready to be of any additional assistance you may require.

Enclosures
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PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON

THE

NATIONAL MEDAL OF

----�-�·
--�-

SCIENCE

NATIONAL, SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20:'550

Meeting Notes
Presiden.t's Committee on the National Medal of Science
May 29, 1979
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.

Present:

1vlary Goo,_; 'Chairman), Dale Compton, Carl Djerassi, Leon Lederman,
Calvin Moore, Frank Press, Dorothy Simon, James Wyngaarden,
Richard Nicholson (Executive Secretary), Lois Hamaty (Staff Associate).

Dr. Good called the meeting to order at 9:15 AM.
agen.da for

the

She briefly reviewed the

day noting the need to arrive at a rank-ordered list of

She n<?xt distributed to the Committee a letter from Dr. Handler

nominees.

who raised several issues about the selection procedures to be used.

Following

'·' ,, ';..l.
.....
•
.
r· -:-�::.;,-.

..

-

a lengthy debate, it was agreed that the Committee's central objective was to
select what in it's judgment would be the best possible list of candidates to
forward to the President.

However, before discussing individual nominees,

there was a general discussion of the criteria for selecting candidates.

Issues

included the extent to which previous forms of recognition should be a factor;
whether a single, major achievement is more important than a long history of
contributions; and the possible useful purposes that may be served as a result
of receiving a Medal.

'
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Dr. Good asked a representative from each subcommittee to describe briefly
the accomplishments of the nominees brought forward by the subcommittee.
After these presentations, Dr. Good asked Committee members individually to
list the five persons they felt were most deserving.
for

whom

the

candidates.

Committee

unanimously

This produced ten names

candidates as the second highest-ranking group.

The Committee decided not

to attempt rank-ordering within either of the groups of four and six.

The first

priority group of four candidates and the second priority group of six are each
The same procedures were repeated

until the Committee agreed on a final group of ten persons ranked from "11"
through "20."

The list of the t\venty candidates is attached.

Following a

further consideration of the scientific achievements of each of the candidates,
the Committee decided to urge the President to award Medals to all twenty
persons.

The Committee noted in particular the outstanding character of the

group and the fact that Medals had not been awarded last year.

.
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agreed on four as being the top -.

This procedure was repeated to produce another group of six

I is ted alphabetically on the attached Jist.
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Following selection of the Jist, Dr. Good asked that each subcommittee
representative examine the citations and biographies, modify them appropri
ately, and then forward them to Dr. Nicholson.
The Commitee next discussed the request for an exception to the five-year
rule on posthumous awards.
The Committee considered the relation of the
candidate with respect to those on the attached list, as well as the various
unique aspects of the case.

Following a lengthy debate it was agreed that the

. Chairman should draft a separate letter to the President summarizing the
Committe's discussion and outlining possible options.

Dr. Good stated that a

draft of the letter would be circulated to the full Committee.
Dr. Good next introduced the topic of the solicitation process.

It was agreed

that the solicitation letter should be issued in July with a postmark of October
26 for receipt of

i.ominations.

It was further agreed that the solicitation

should be broadened to include some additional segments of industry as well as
appropriate chairpersons in university departments.

Finally, it was agreed that

the use of a nominating form should be attempted.

The form would request

one page of biographical information, one page of justification for award of a
Medal,

a

Jist

of

not

more

than

twenty

of

the

most

important

publi

cations/contributions, a�d not more than three seconding letters from persons
located outside the nominees home
aspects of

institution familiar with the technical

the nominee's accomplishments.

-

It was further agreed that the

solicitation letter should state that in order for prior nominations to remain
active renomination via the new form would be required.
The Committee agreed to hold its next meeting at Stanford University on
December 20, 1979. There was no other business and the chairman adjourned
the meeting at 2 :00 PM.
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MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
1979

1st priority group:

(equal ranking)

Joseph L. Doob
Richard P. Feynman
Robert N. Noyce
Earl R. Stadtman
2nd priority group:

(equal ranking)

Elizabeth C. Crosby
Donald E. Knuth
Herman F. Mark
Edward M. Purcell
Victor F. Weisskopf
Paul Alfred Weiss
3rd priority group:

(rank-ordered)

-

Severo Ochoa
John H. Sinfelt
Emmett Norman Leith
Arthur Kornberg
Raymond D. Mindlin·
Earl R. Parker
George L. Stebbins
Robert H. Burris
Simon Ramo
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
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CITATIONS
NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE CANDIDATES
.

1979

First Priority Group (equal ranking):
JOSEPH L. DOOB
In recognition of his work on probability and mathematical statistics,
characterized by novel and fruitful ideas of a general character that
opened new fields of study which began to be transplanted abroad and now
are acclaimed worldwide.
RICHARD P. FEYNMAN
In recognition of his essential contributions to the quantum theory of
radiation and to his illumination of behavior of constituents, constituents
of the atom, of the atom nucleus, and of the subnuclear particles.

ROBERT N. NOYCE
For contributions to a variety of semiconductor devices, but e�pecially
for the integrated circuit, the cornerstone of modern electronics.
EARL R. STADTMAN
For seminal contributions to understanding of the energy metabolism of
anaerobic bacteria and for elucidation of major mechanisms whereby the
rates of metabolic processes are finely matched to the requirements of
the living cell.

Second priority Group (equal ranking):
ELIZABETH C. CROSBY
For outstanding origfnal contributions to comparative and human neuro
anatomy and for the synthesis and transmission of knowledge of the
entire nervous system of the vertebrate phylum.
DONALD E. KNUTH
For his deeply significant research into the mathematical analysis and
design of efficient computer algorithms and for his profoundly influen
tial books which have codified the fundamental knowledge at the core of
computer programming.
HERMAN F. MARK
For his contributions to polymer chemistry, and his role in the intro
duction of polymer science as an academic discipline in the United
States.

EDWAR D M. PURCELL
For contributions to nuclear magnetic resonance in condensed matter and
the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields.
VIC TOR F.

WEISSKOPF

For important contributions to our understanding of nuclear matter and
nuclear reactions, and early fundamental contributions to our understand
ing of elementary particles.
PAUL A. viEISS
For outstanding contributions to cell biology and understanding of the
development of the nervous system including the basis for surgical
repair. of injury to peripheral nerves.

Third Priority Group

( rank-ordered ) :
SEVERO OCHOA

For his important contributions to the development of biochemistry and
molecular biology, and his discoveries that led to our present understand
ing of the reactions of the citric acid cycl� and the mechanisms of
energy production, the biosynthesis of ribonucleic acid and the genetic
code, and the biosynthesis of proteins.
JOHN H. S INFELT
For scientific research on the nature of heterogeneous catalysis by
supported metalsi leading to the development of new catalyst systems for
the production of low lead gasoline and the removal of pollutants from
automobile exhaust gases.
EMMETT N.

LEI TH

For pioneering discoveries and developments in wavefront ronstructiOJl
and holography, leading the way in applying these techniques to applica
tions in engineering and science.
AR T H UR KO RNBERG
Fot his accomplishments in providing the conceptual and experimental
framework for much of our current understanding of the manner in which
DNA, the genetic substance, is replicated.
R AYMOND D. MINDLIN
For fundamental contributions to applied mechanics, including theory and
applications in photoelasticity, package cushioning, piezoelectric
oscillators, and.ultra high frequency vibrations.

------��------��-

EARL R.

PARKER

For contributions profoundly influencing and advancing materials engi
neering through research in flow and fracture, and for his development
of new alloys with unusual combinations of strength and toughness.
GEORGE L. STEBBINS, JR.
For his outstanding contributions to the synthesis of an evolutionary
theory, particularly as it applies to plants.
ROBERT H. BURRIS
For numerous original contributions leadtng to an understanding of the
physiology and biochemistry of the process of biological nitrogen fixa
tion.
SH10N RAMO
For basic contributions to microwave electronics, and imaginative tech
nical leadership in making large electronic systems available to the
country for defense and civilian uses.
LYMAN SPITZER, JR.
For important contributions to the theory of star formation and evolving
stellar,systems and plasma physics, including use of fusion as a source
of energy.

Recipients of the National
Medal of Science

ADAI�S, RO GER (196L!)
ALVAREZ, LlJIS HALTER (1963)
l\t1H.l\NN, OTHHI\R H (196U)
ARNON, DANIEL ISRAEL (1973)
JOHN (1975)

BACKUS,
BARDEEN,

JOHN

(1965)

(1968) .
(1968)
REAMS, JE SSE WAKEFIELD (1967)
BENEDICT, MANSON (1975)
RETHE, HANS A. (1975)
DIRCI!, ALBERT F RANCIS (1967)
BJERKNES, JACOB (1966)
BLOEMBERGEN, NICOL AAS (1974)
DHAUE R, fUCJ-!1\ RD DAGOBERT (1970)
BREIT, GREGORY (1967)
BRODIE, BERNARD BIGHAM (1968)
BRONK, DETLEV WULF (1968)
DROt·/N, HERBERT CHARLES (1969)
BUSH, VANNEVAR (1963)
HORACE ALFIERI

BARKER,

BARTLETT,

PAUL DOUGHTY

BRITTON (1971�)

CI!Af' !CE,

Cf!MJDRASEKHAR,
CHAR G AFF,
CHERN,

SUBRAHMANYAN

(1966)

ERWIN (1974)

�IIING-SHEN (1975)

(1976)
(1967)
COLE, KENNETH STE1rJART (1967)

COHEN,

MORRIS

COHEN,

PAUL JOSEPH

G EORGE BERNARD (1975)

DANTZIG,

(1975)
(1965)
DICKE, ROBERT H. (1970)
DJERASSI, CARL (1973)
DOB?HANSKY, THEODOSIUS ( 1964)
DRAPER, CHARLES STl\RK (196LI)
DRYDEN , HUGH L (1965)
D/\ VIS ,

HA LLOlrJELL

DEBYE,

PETER J. W.

EC KERT,

J PRESPER

(1968)

( 1973)
EWING ,WILLIAM MA URIC E (1972)
EYRING, HENRY (1966)
ECCERTOtJ,

HAROLD EUGENE

..

.

.. .

--

.

. .

( 1969)
(1974)
FOWLER , WILLIAM A. (1974)
FRIEDW\N, HERBERT (1968)
FRIEDRICHS, KURT OTTO (1976)

FELLER, 1,JILL I i\11
FLORY,

PJI.UL JOHN

GODEL,

1\URT

(1974)
GOLDRARK, PE T ER C (1976)
GOUDStHT, �.Ar1UEL A. ( 1976)
GUILLE�UN, RCGE R (1976)
GUTO\,JSKY, H. S. ( 1976)
GYORGY, PAUL (1975)
ARIE JAN

(1973)
(1973)
HAM1-1ETT, LOUIS PLACK ( 1967)
HARLOltJ, HARRY F ( 1967)
HEIDELBERGER, fvJICHAEL (1967)
HENDRICKS, ST ERL IN G B. (1975)
HIRSCHFELDER, JOSEPH OAKLAND (1975)
HUEBNER, ROBERT JOSEPH (1969)

HAAGEN-SMIT,
HADJSEL,

VLADIHIR

JOHtiSON, CLARENCE LEONARD (1965)
KILRY, JA CK S . C. (1969)
KISTIAKO';JSKY, GEORGE BCGDI\N (19fi7)
KN I PL I NG , ED1ARD F RED (1966)
KOMPFNER, RUDOLF (1974)
EIYvHN H E RB ERT

(1967)
(1q65)
LEFSCHETZ, SOLOMON (1964)
LEWIS, WARREN KENDALL (1965)
L I P MA N, FRITZ A. (1966)
LUSH , JAY LAURENCE (1968)
LAND,

LEDERMAN,

HAYR,

LEON MAX

ERNST (1969)

MCCLJNTOCK,

BARBARA ( 1970)

NEAL ELGAR (196!1)

tULLE R,

JOHN WILLAR D (1966)

MILNOR,

(1964)
(1976)
MUELLER, GEORGE E. (1970)

MORSE,

HAROLD MARSTON

I·•iUELLER,

ERhiHJ

,Ji\i'1 ES V. ( 197 Ll )
NA THAN �10RTII�ORE (1968)
N EY!·1At!, JERZY (1968)
NIRENBERG, MARSHALL WARREN (1964)
N E F:L,

NEvJI�IIRK,

ONSAGER,

LAR S (1968)

2
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WOLFGANG K.H.

P ANOFSKY,
PECK,

(1969)

LINUS (1974)

PAULING,

RALPH BRAZELTON (1974)

PICKERING,

WILLIAM H.

(1975)

PI ERC E,

JOHN ROBINSON (1963)

P I T ZER,

K.

S.

(1974)

PORTER, KE I T H ROBERTS (1976)

RACKER, EFRAIM (1976)
ROSE, WILLIAM C UMMING (1966)
ROSSINI, FREDERICK D. (1976)
ROUS, FRANCIS PEYTON (19o5)
RUBEY, WILLIAM WALDEN (1965)
(1970)
(1970)
S ARETf , LEWIS HASTINGS (1975)
SCIMJNGER, JULIAN (1964)
SEITZ, FRE DER I C K (1973)
SH ANNON, CLAUDE EL�JOOD (1966)
SHA NNOrJ, JM1ES A. ( 197 4)
SIKOfiSKY, IGOR I (1967)
SlHPSOU, GE:ORGE GAYLORD (1965)
SKINNER, BURRH US F R EDER IC (1968)
SLAT E R, JOHN CLARKE (1970)
STURTEVANT, ALFRED HENRY (1967)
SUOMI, VE RNER E. (197�)
SUTHERLAND, EARL \rl., JR. ( 1973)
ALBERT B.

SABIN,

ALLAN REX

SANDAGE,

HDJRY (1976)
FR E DERICK EMMONS (1975)
TUKEY, JOHN WILDER (1973)

TAIJRE,

TERMAN,

UHLOIDECK,
UREY,

GEORGE E.

HAROLD CLAYTON

( 197 6 )
(1961�)

CORNELIS B (1963)

VAN NIEL,
VANSLYKE,

DONALD D (1965)

(1966)
VOGEL, ORVILLE ALVIN (1975)
VON BRAU!!, HERNER (1975)
VON KAm1AN, THEODORE ( 1962)
VAN VLECK,

JOHN HASBROUCK

JOHN ARCH I B AL D

\tlflf::ELF:R,
vn!ITCOHB,

(1970)

RICHARD TRAVIS (19T3)

HA SSLER (197o)
(1963)
WIGNER, EUGENE PAUL (1968)
V/ILSON, ECHARD 0. ( 1976)
· , E. BR I GH T (1975)
HILSOIJ
\rJILSOP, ROB ERT RATHBUN (1973)
\rJf!ITNEY,
WIENER,

NORBERT
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HH!STEIN,
WOLHAN,

(1970)

SAlJL

ABEL (1974)

HCODvlfiRD, ROBERT BURNS (1964)
WRIGHT, SEWALL (1966)
WU, �1IEN-SHIUNG (1975)
ZARISKJ,
ZviORYKH!,

OSCAR (1965)

VL A DIMIR KOSt�A ( 1966)
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